**FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW**

**FoCoo**
Operator Chair

---

**Highly adjustable and durable, for 24/7 operations**

The CGM operator chair is designed and built with extensive experience in the industry from the ground up with the operator in focus. A highly adjustable and durable chair for the increasing demands of the control room environment.

Made from a mixture of wool blend and leather, it is optimized to be long lasting, ergonomically sound, and extremely comfortable for the task at hand.

The chairs upholstery is enhanced with a NASA developed cooling material, that contributes to a better working environment for the operator.

**Special features**
- Exchangeable headlining, with the logo of your choice, available in five different colors
- Optional integrated coat hanger, which keeps clothes close and safe
- Sound absorbing back panel improves the acoustics surrounding the operator in the control room
- Pockets for folders, documents and personal things

**With the FoCoo you can control:**
- Seat cushion length and tilt
- Backrest angle support
- Height and weight adjustment (50-150 Kg)
- Air pressure of the lumbar support
- Tilt rocker

**Material**
- Leather on hardwearing surfaces
- Dark gray laminated welded polyester
- Light grey laminated wool/polyamid blend